BRITISH MADE
We offer a vast range of British produced, bespoke products
including a variety of next generation windows and doors. Quality
comes first with JADE and we are going to tell you exactly why we
are proud to be British manufacturers.
MANUFACTURING
Our products are both fabricated and designed in Britain, thus
making the supply chain shorter and more translucent. This allows
our customers to directly work with us, if any adjustments need to
be made to their order, gaining a more personalised experience and
can subsequently expect much quicker turnarounds.
QUALITY
At JADE, we have control over all stages of production undertaking
regular quality checks to ensure that each product is finished to the
same high standard. Our customers have a peace of mind knowing
that their products are of the highest possible quality and have been
made with the utmost attention to detail.
SUPPORTING BRITISH ECONOMY
Buying British made goods from small businesses is the backbone
of the UK economy, driving growth and creating jobs therefore vital
for our countries survival.
At JADE, we are proud to say that our windows and doors are British
made in our very own factory in Batley, West Yorkshire!
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JADE
WINDOW &
DOOR SPECIALISTS
Stunningly and naturally, glass has the ability to connect
the outdoors with the indoors, allowing light to transform
a room making it appear larger, brighter and most
importantly, a space you love.
Established for almost a quarter of a century, JADE Window
& Door Specialists is a family run business specialising
in design, manufacturing and the installation of bespoke
products including a variety of next generation windows,
front doors, sliding doors, bi-folding doors and so forth.
With aesthetics, security and performance at the core of
our design process, all our products have been developed
to deliver long-life, low-maintenance performance.
JADE has recently trebled its manufacturing capacity
reflecting substantial business growth over the past few
years. Our large factory, in Batley West Yorkshire, is where
the manufacturing of Aluminium windows & doors and
PVC windows & doors, takes place. All our products are
bespoke, based on our customers’ requirements with top
security features. Throughout the UK we have completed
thousands of installations from spectacular residential
projects to simple installations replacing existing products
with our own. No matter how large or small a project may
seem, JADE can help create a space you will love!
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LOVE AT
FIRST SIGHT
WANTING TO TRANSFORM YOUR HOME WITH OUR
STYLISH WINDOWS?
At JADE we have multiple window styles to choose from,
whether it be windows to suit traditional properties and
modern properties.
Did we mention all our styles come in a range of colours
and sizes!? However large or small a project may seem,
JADE is happy to help! No matter which window style is
for you, you can expect our products will guarantee you
quality, security and most importantly a spectacle you are
proud of.
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PVC WINDOW
COLLECTION
CASEMENT WINDOWS
Casement windows are our most popular
design, with outwards opening panes hinged
at the top or side. Our window systems can
be used to make almost any size or shape of
casement window, with a blend of fixed and
opening panes to suit, giving your home a
distinct look of quality on both modern and
traditional homes alike.

CASEMENT WINDOWS

clean design. The window is hinged at the
top and opens outwards for ventilation. The
real luxury is that the window rotates, safely
and easily, outside the building allowing
cleaning from the inside.

REVERSIBLE WINDOWS
Our revolutionary, fully Reversible window
is the perfect solution for medium to high
rise properties- or where access is limited.
It combines outstanding thermal and
weathering performance with an easy to
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FLUSH TILT & TURN

PVC WINDOW
COLLECTION
TILT & TURN WINDOWS
Tilt and turn windows are the ultimate in practical design. Their
appearance is simple, clean and modern, inviting natural daylight
into your home. Hinged along the base, they tilt inwards for
ventilation and if you want to clean the outside glass, simply turn
the handle again and the window becomes side-hinged and
can open right into your room. Tilt and turn windows offer greater
scope for larger openings than a traditional casement window and
give greater thermal performance with the larger panes of glass.
A perfect solution for high-level or hard-to-reach windows – or for
anyone who hates climbing ladders!
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FLUSH TILT & TURN WINDOWS
Flush tilt and turn has the exact same functionality as the tilt and
turn window, however its appearance differs offering an ultramodern, sleeker appearance competing against a more expensive
aluminium alternative. This window style will do nothing but amaze
those passing by through creating a stylish, modern spectacle.
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Spectus are a long standing partner of
JADE, who supply us with their Elite 7 uPVC
profiles.

WHY PVC?
STRONG YET LIGHT
PVC windows are lightweight in character facilitating
easy and effortless operation. Vinyl- as a material
is incredibly durable, having anti-corrosive and
chemical and moisture resistant properties.
Furthermore, the high durability of vinyl additionally
gives the windows excellent weather resistance,
withstanding a variety of temperature conditions.
MAINTENANCE
Low maintenance is what every individual needs!
Unlike Timber windows, which require regular,
costly maintenance, PVC windows only need a
routine dusting or wiping down.
TOP SECURITY
All our products are secured by design: a nationally
recognised standard devised by the police giving
you extra comfort and security.
Additionally, at JADE, we go the extra mile by having
all of our products annually, third party security
tested, providing that extra peace of mind for our
customers.
ANY COLOUR
At JADE, we offer a wide range of colours. In fact,
the options are limitless. With over 1500 RAL colours
available, we can help you to create your dream home.
LOVE YOUR HOME
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There are two ways to colour composite...
Foil wrapped- Foils are applied by a heat bonding
process which fuses it to the surface of the PVC.
Spray Painted- As the name suggests, the colouring
process is carried out by hand with an air assisted
spray gun.
Our standard coloured PVC profiles are foil wrapped,
however our bespoke products are spray painted in
the colour of your choice.
Neither colouring techniques will affect the quality
of the product.
COST-EFFECTIVE
Our windows can achieve a fantastic band ‘A+’
window energy rating and will protect your home
from draughts and leaks. PVC has great insulation
properties that can contribute to the energy
efficiency of your home.
Additionally, it is a common fact that PVC is more
economical than other materials available on the
market i.e. aluminium and timber.
FINISH
Various finishes are available including the smooth
traditional PVC look or the wood grain effect.
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ALUMINIUM
WINDOW
COLLECTION
Wanting to create a distinct stylish look that is built to last? Our
Aluminium windows are strong and versatile, suiting both modern
and traditional homes and are manufactured to the same high
standard as all of our products. This chic slim line look will create a
stunning visual impact for years to come.
JADE manufactures aluminium windows with Smart’s Alitherm 600
range of profiles.
ALUMINIUM CASEMENT WINDOWS
Aluminium casement windows are perfect if you’re searching for
a strong, durable window solution that is aesthetically pleasing,
constructed from light material and boasts a slim frame design.
They give properties a distinct look of quality and are suited
on both modern and traditional properties. Their practicality
guarantees they endure the elements and the test of time, with
little maintenance needed.

WHY ALUMINIUM?
STRONG YET LIGHT
Aluminium is a low-density metal, yet extremely durable allowing
windows to effortlessly open and close, creating a slender more
modern appearance.
Additionally, larger openings are available due to the natural
strength of aluminium, allowing light to flood into your home.
ENERGY EFFICIENT
Unlike other material choices available on the market, aluminium
does not contract or expand in the heat or cold weather, ensuring
your home stays both energy efficient and secure.
FINISH
JADE’s aliminium windows come with a mill finish, the natural
texture of metal.
ANY COLOUR
Looking for something unique? We have over 1500 RAL colours to
choose from. At JADE all of our aluminium products are powder
coated, making our items more resistant to chipping, scratching,
fading and wearing than other finishes.
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ALUMINIUM CASEMENT WINDOW

THE PROCESS
1. The powder coating process starts with the
metal components being cleaned, which
helps the coating to adhere to the metal.
This process is carried out in a multi-stage
immersion water tank system.
2. Next a non chromate bonder is applied to
help the powder adhere to the aluminium.
3. Finally a drying oven is used to ensure no
moisture is present when the items are
powder coated.
4. The components are then suspended
from a jig and passed through a spray
booth where the powder is applied by
spray guns.
5. Once the powder has been applied it
is passed through a curing oven where
the particles melt and fuse together and
adhere to the components surface.
BESPOKE
Aluminium windows are made to measure,
giving you the flexibility to create a space
you will love.
LOVE YOUR HOME
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THE BIRKENSHAW
BEAUTY
Home extensions are becoming extremely popular, with many
home owners seeking to create a dynamic, multifunctional space
for the whole family. This stunning design offers a contemporary
and contrasting aesthetic, which will be achieved on any building,
whether it be a converted barn, a retro 70’s build, or a beautiful
Georgian home.
This home in Birkenshaw shows how effective a contrasting,
contemporary extension can be. The visuals of the property are
highly impressive, equally matched by the breath-taking interior
design. The intention of this design was to be a multi-purpose,
open planned living space ideal for watching children, entertaining
guests and inviting the outdoors in. The customer has achieved
just that!
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‘JADE supplied and fitted all windows and
doors at our new property. They were
extremely professional and reliable. I would
highly recommend to anyone looking to
have new windows and doors fitted.’
Mrs Rushworth
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OUR DOORS
REVOLUTIONALIZE YOUR HOME WITH OUR VERSATILE
DOORS... THE OPTIONS ARE LIMITLESS!
At JADE, we have a variety of next generation door styles,
materials and colours for you to choose from that are
custom made in our very own factory. Our door range
consists of:
- Composite Doors
- PVC Entrance Doors
- PVC French Doors
- PVC Sliding Patio Doors
- Aluminium Bi-Folding Doors
All of our ranges will not only transform the look of your
home, but will remain practical and most importantly,
secure.
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‘We had a new composite door fitted and
also a broken window replaced - very
professional and friendly - would highly
recommend!’
Mr Battye
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COMPOSITE DOOR
COLLECTION
Entrance Doors act as a focal point, creating lasting impressions.
This is why we take a design-led approach to ensure our
products meet our customers’ expectations in terms of quality,
appearance and security. Our Composite Door collection of
beautiful traditional and contemporary front doors is engineered
to deliver extraordinary strength and performance. Every door is
made from the best materials and excellent standards of design
and construction – every product in our range is guaranteed to
enhance your home.
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2 PANNEL 2 SQUARE

2 PANEL 2 SQUARE

5 SQUARE CURVED

DIAMOND

3 SQUARE

‘OUR
COMPOSITE
DOORS’

CIRCLE

Did you know?
To give great definition and
long life performance JADE’s
composite doors use glass
reinforced plastic skins. That’s
the same material used to make
the hulls of boats!

See our ‘Love your Entrance’ brochure to view our full range of composite door styles,
side panels, glass patterns and Ironmongery
LOVE YOUR HOME
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WHY CHOOSE
COMPOSITE?
COST EFFECTIVE
Composite doors have incredible heat insulation properties
and are around 6 times more insulating than wooden doors. If
you desire a cosy warm house, low bills and a reduced carbon
footprint, a composite door is for you.
LOW MAINTENANCE
Traditional wooden doors bring the commitment to continuously
sand, weather seal and re-varnish to maintain that stunning finish.
With composite doors you can effortlessly achieve the look of a
beautiful timber door, without the conservation due to the variety
of materials used to compose the product itself and as a result,
our doors will not fade or discolour.
CHOICE OF MATERIAL
Similarly, PVC and Timber doors are made from one singular
material and consequently, have multiple pros and cons.
Composite doors however are made from a mixture of the best
materials taking the finest qualities from the other doors available
on the market, merging them together. The blend of materials
ensures great strength, attractive design, high level of security and
durability. Some of the materials include a steel reinforced frame,
a solid styrofoam core, topped with a thermo plastic skin.
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TOP SECURITY
Our composite doors are secured by design,
a nationally recognised standard, devised
by police officers, giving you extra comfort
and security. Additionally, composite doors
come with multi-point locking system
heightening security.
At JADE, we go that little bit further. All of
our products are annually safety tested by a
third party, guaranteeing our customers top
quality windows and doors.
ANY COLOUR
There are two ways to colour composite:
FOIL WRAPPED - Foils are applied by a
heat bonding process which fuses it to the
surface of the PVC.
SPRAY PAINTED - As the name suggests,
the colouring process is carried out by hand
with an air assisted spray gun.
Our composite doors come in 12 standard
colours which are foil wrapped, however
our bespoke products are spray painted in
any RAL colour of your choice. Over 1500
colour choices!
Neither colouring techniques will affect the
quality of the product.

FEATURES OF OUR COMPOSITE DOORS
Secure by Design
Over 1625 RAL colours available
Suitable for both Double & Triple glazing
Ideal for front or back doors
Outward or inward opening
Internally beaded for enhanced security
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AN ENTRANCE
TO REMEMBER
Long gone are the 1920’s and 1930’s where entrances to homes
where made discreet and simple to avoid people looking into
your home. Nowadays, homeowners seek to make positive first
impressions! As they say, you never get a second chance to make
a first impression.
Your front door is the first thing guests see. Creating an eyecatching entrance will enhance the attractiveness of your home.
When you choose the right door and make an investment in one
that expresses the style and design of your home, it can increase
the value of your entire property.
Even down to the choice of colour gives guests, subconsciously,
an indication of the type of home owner you are. Psychologists
use colour as a way of analysing and identifying key personality
types. Generally, most people are likely to select one of their
favourite shades on the entrance to their homes, due to it being
the first thing they see.
WHITE
People who often choose white are organised and logical and
don’t have a great deal of clutter in their lives.
RED
Those who love red live life to the fullest and are tenacious and
determined on their endeavours.

GEORGIAN DOORS, DUBLIN
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10 DOWNING STREET, LONDON

NOTTING HILL DOOR, LONDON

BLUE
If blue is the chosen colour, it indicates
harmony and the individual is reliable,
sensitive and thinks of others.
GREEN
Individuals who are often affectionate, loyal
and frank.
PURPLE
Artistic, unique individuals who have great
respect for people but at times can be
arrogant.
If, on the other hand, you are wanting to
come across as significant yet serious, then
take inspiration from Britain’s most famous
front door, 10 downing street and opt for
black!
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PVC ENTRANCE
DOOR COLLECTION

Get in touch to view our full range of door styles (including our PVC back doors and side doors),
side panels, glass patterns and ironmongery.
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MARCO POLO - BEVEL CLUSTER

LEAH - QUEEN ANNE ROSE

JAMAICA - RESIN

CUBA - SANDBLAST BEVEL

CAIN - COYLE

AZTEC - BLUE JEWEL

Wanting to make a statement but in need of a cost-effective
solution? Greet guests with one of our expertly crafted, high
security PVC doors. Our collection of doors are produced to the
highest standard using top quality raw materials and are available
in a wide range of styles, designs and features.
All our doors are manufactured in our very own factory providing
the highest standards to guarantee you an entrance you will love!

PVC FRENCH
DOORS COLLECTION
French Doors transform the look of your home adding style,
elegance and character to your property. This door style is
completely versatile suiting both traditional homes with georgian
bars and more contemporary homes with bold frames and
modern ironmongery. This simple yet effective choice of door is
guaranteed to revamp your home, creating a haven you will love.
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PVC SLIDING
PATIO DOORS
Our enhanced security sliding patio doors create elegant, bright
spaces enabling you to maximise your space for entertaining &
living purposes. Sliding doors are the perfect solution for saving
space when it comes to accessing the outdoors, making them
ideal for balconies, patios and garden areas. The larger the frames
the greater the access to the outdoors. This simple yet effective
choice of door is guaranteed to transform your home creating a
space you will love.
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WHY PVC?
STRONG YET LIGHT
Like our PVC windows, our PVC
doors lightweight property ensures a
straightforward and effortless operation.
Vinyl (PVC) is incredibly durable, remaining
strong and sturdy for years to come, unlike
many traditional materials. Additionally, PVC
is extremely resistant to weather conditions
and won’t yellow or change colour for the
duration of its lifetime.

only Police-approved – its recognised by
many insurance companies. So, as well
as enjoying an added sense of safety,
you could get a discount on your home
insurance too.

MAINTENANCE
PVC doors are considerably easy to maintain.
To freshen up your PVC products all it takes
is a simple wipe down as its material will not
rot or rust. With PVC you will never require
another coat of paint or sand down unlike
timber doors. Low maintenance is what
every individual needs!

ANY COLOUR
Looking for something unique? We offer an
extensive range of colours. In fact any colour
your heart desires! From striking shades of
bronze through brilliant reds and pastel
blues to traditional white– with practically
every colour in between.

TOP SECURITY
Our PVC doors are Secured by design!
If anyone knows about security, it’s the
police. Our Secured by Design meets their
national standard for safer homes. Its not

Additionally, at JADE, we go the extra mile
by having all of our products annually, third
party security tested, providing that extra
peace of mind for our customers.

COST-EFFECTIVE
PVC has great insulation properties and
PVC door panels can contribute to the
energy efficiency of a building.

FEATURES OF OUR PVC DOORS
Secure by Design
Over 1625 RAL colours available
Suitable for both Double & Triple glazing
Ideal for front or back doors
Outward or inward opening
Internally beaded for enhanced security
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ALUMINIUM
BI-FOLDING
DOORS

WHY ALUMINIUM?
STRONG YET LIGHT
Strength is one of the most important factors
when it comes to choosing bi-folding doors.
The frames have to support huge panes of
glass, and be durable enough to withstand
constant use and bad weather.

Bi-Folding doors elegantly connect the outdoors with the indoors,
allowing light to fill the room making it feel larger, brighter and
simply stunning. With aesthetics, security and performance at
the core of our design process, all our door systems have been
developed to deliver long-life, low-maintenance performance.
Due to integrating our thermal barrier technology, each door
also provides great energy efficiency – giving you lesser energy
charges for years to come. Our bespoke bi-folding doors are a
perfect choice for both old and new homes.

Aluminium is comparatively stronger than
timber and PVC and can therefore support
more glass on thinner frames. This allows
you to keep framework to a minimum,
leaving views unobstructed while letting
light in.
ENERGY EFFICIENT
Aluminium bi-folds contain Polyamide
thermal barrier technology to help keep
rooms warm in the winter, subsequently
reducing energy bills. In addition, a number
of threshold options are also available to give
further-improved weather performance.
ANY COLOUR
Available in any RAL or British Standard
colour, Visofold bi-fold doors are polyester
powder-coated for durability to maintain a
fresh appearance, year after year. There is
also the option of dual colour, allowing you
to choose different shades for the interior
and exterior of the door, as well as real
wood and metallic finishes.
TOP SECURITY
Not only are our bi-folding doors Secure
By Design, but high-security multi-point
locking mechanisms are fitted on opening
sashes, with shoot-bolt locking and
internally glazed sealed units for added
assurance.

FEATURES OF OUR BI-FOLDING DOORS
Secure by Design
Over 1625 RAL colours available
Smart-Wall Visofold system
Thermally broken for better U-Value ratings of 1.8
A variety of opening styles
A variety of sizes from 1000mm to 8400mm
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ATTENTION TO DETAIL
It’s all in the detail! From glass patterns, door knockers, letter
box, hinges, handles the list continues! We have a wide variety
of accessories to choose from and can cater to your every need!
Whether your goal is for your property to look modern, therefore
opting for clear glass and a tear drop handle to give it a minimal
yet bold appearance, or perhaps a more traditional appearance
selecting a more detailed glass pattern and monkey tail handlejust speak to us if you need anything unusual or for advice and we
will find you the perfect solution.
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5 WAYS TO
CREATE THE
ILLUSION OF
A LARGER
SPACE

When people view homes a key factor when buying a property is
the space that comes with it! Unfortunately, not every property is
blessed with a wealth of space. In a small space everything counts
from accessories, to colour choices, to natural light. This article will
give you 5 key pointers to help optimise your space!
1. MIRRORS
The key to creating the illusion of a larger space is light! Mirrors are
a basic home accessory however have more purpose than just
being a statement piece. Placing a mirror in the correct location
allows you to optimise natural light. The best place for this would
usually be adjacent to a window or a glass filled external door, the
light subsequently bounces throughout the room adding depth.
2. PAINT
The choice of colour when painting a small room plays a major
role when it comes to creating the illusion of a larger space. When
we paint rooms in lighter colours they become more reflective,
making your space feel open and airy. Dark colours, on the other
hand, tend to absorb the light making a room look and feel smaller.
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3. DE-CLUTTER!
Simple… keep your room tidy and organised! There
is nothing worse than being in a small space feeling
cramped due to clutter accumulated over the years.
To sum it up, a cluttered room equals a smaller
room. When decorating a space limit the number of
accessories and have a focal point, whether it be a
bed in a bedroom, a dining table, TV and so forth.
Another thing you may want to consider: is instead
of having multiple pictures in a room perhaps have
one larger picture.
4. WINDOWS AND DOORS
The key to inviting the natural light into your space
is through large windows or glazed doors elegantly
connecting your space with the outdoors, making it
feel larger, brighter and simply stunning no longer
limiting your space!
5. LIGHTING
We all have those darker corners in our homes! The
simple way to brighten up these spaces is to add a
gorgeous lamp. Practical and a pretty accessory to
enhance your space and most importantly it will add
more depth to the room!
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SEE FOR YOURSELF!
There is no better way to see our windows
and doors than in person. Come visit our
new showroom in Batley where you can
take a look at our latest products from
aluminium bi-folding doors, PVC windows
and doors, composite doors, glass patterns,
ironmongery and so much more.
Wanting something unique and bespoke?
We have over 28 stock colours with 15
stock colours on display! Not for you? We
can custom spray paint our products to any
colour you desire!
Come speak with our specialists for expert
help and advice to transform your home or
building.
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LOVE YOUR HOME
JADE WINDOW & DOOR SPECIALISTS
622 Bradford Road
Batley
West Yorkshire
WF17 8HF

01924 438277
sales@jadewindows.co.uk
www.jadewindows.co.uk

CONTRACTORS HEALTH & SAFETY ASSESSMENT SCHEME

Accredited Contractor
www.chas.co.uk
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WHY CHOOSE JADE?
EXCELLENT
QUALITY

HIGH SECURITY

HUGE CHOICE

WE’RE LOCAL

OPENING HOURS
Monday to Thursday
7am - 6pm
Friday
7am - 2pm
Saturday
9am - 2pm
Sunday
Closed

CONTACT US
01924 438277
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